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PREFACE
This thesis book is produced as part of the final
problem in the requirements for a degree at Montana State
University, School of Architecture.
My particular project, A Revitalization Process for
the Community of Boulder, Montana, was selected for many
reasons.

I was made aware that there could be a project

worthy of a thesis during a design quarter I spent at
the Montana Community Design Center.

The community of

Boulder invited the CDC to help them take a look at their
problems and perhaps form some alternatives to help solve
to some degree these problems.

As the project at Boulder

progressed I became increasingly aware that there were
many communities in Montana facing similar problems.

It

was with the hope that Boulder and maybe other communities
should use guidelines with which to identify, attack, and
solve these problems that I decided to direct my thesis
project in the area of community development, planning
and Boulder.
I could also foresee a chance for myself to pursue
and develop many new skills and knowledge that could be
applied later during a professional career.
Finally, I was and still am intrigued by the town
of Boulder, Montana.

THESIS STATEMENT

"No matter how well architects and planners plan,
or how carefully they design, they cannot by themselves
create an environment that has the variety and the order
that we are after."

The Oregon Experiment
Christopher Alexander, '75

INTRODUCTION
Small communities in Montana have in the past and
do today play a very important part in society.

A good

part of Montana's population looks to small communities
for products that they consume, for recreation purposes,
and for the self-sufficient type of individuals that
they produce.

Small communities have been the object of

much attention in the recent years, but mainly the grow
ing community.

The small community that is facing

economic decline and financial problems tend to get over
looked.

People in the trade of helping this particular

type of community tend to want to associate themselves
with the success stories, towns on the move.
The thesis statement is a direct quote from
Christopher Alexander in "The Oregon Experiment".

My

interpretation of his quote is that, architects and
planners cannot design and/or plan for a community with
out first spending the time to get to know and understand
it.

The knowledge of social action and community planning

are keys to this understanding.

Without these keys the

architect or planner is doing a disservice to all.
This thesis sets down a process that will give mem
bers of small communities guidelines to follow in dealing
with the problems that they face.

The thesis itself will

be divided into three parts as follows:
Part 1, The introducing of the basic concepts that
lead to community development, planning, and how they
should work.
Part 2, The actual process of applying and fitting
a community into the steps outlined in Part 1.

At the

end of Part 2, the results up to that time will be pre
sented to the community of Boulder and during the interm
between academic quarters they will be asked to choose a
single design alternate in order for this thesis to cul
minate.

In the event that Boulder should not for some

reason decide on a solution then myself and my advisor
would arbitrarily make that choice.
Part 3, This section would be reserved for the
actual design solution.

Also in this part there will

be evaluating devices to permit a hindsight look at the
project, at Boulder, and a check on the progress noted.
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PART 1
PROCESSES

"Social progress and community improvement are tradi
tionally slow processes and are sometimes difficult to
get started.

In all communities this kind of planning

must begin from a nucleus of interested people who are
willing to keep working until the forces of apathy and
resistance give way to broad understanding of common
goals."

Small Town Renaissance/
Poston, Richard,1950

GETTING STARTED
Community development begins in many ways.

It can

be born from the mind of one individual or the ideas of
many people.

The start may well be the reaction to

change, a change that is anticipated or one that has
already taken place.

It could come as the result of a

community feeling a threat to its lifestyle.

Maybe it

is an old idea or need recently brought back to light.
No matter how community development gets itself into the
focus of a community, it almost always is the product of
a need.
Starting with the time that this need is felt until
the time that it is satisfied, the idea will be put
through a great many steps.

The first set of these steps

is known as the social action process.

This process

generally will take place in all communities of all
sizes in some form or another.

THE SOCIAL ACTION MODEL1

(See illustration I-A. Page 10)

Prior Social Situation is just what it implies.
It is the measuring device by which one can decide where
they are with their Current Social Situation.
situations allow comparisons to be drawn.

The two

They allow

you to see where you have been and where you are, which
is the reason to start thinking of change.
Problems might be defined as something that at
least two people can agree needs changed.

The problems

may take the form of an economic issue, the need for a
change in local politics, or perhaps the need for a new
park.

However the problems arise or whatever they are,

the need for social action has been created.
Starters are those people who have recognized the
problems and felt strongly enough about them to initiate
some action.

The ideas usually come from this group,

they are the nucleus of the community action, they are
those hardchargers that every small town needs.

The

starters may take the form of social clubs, service
organizations, the church groups, or maybe even out
siders to the community.

Whoever they are, they become

1 Drawn largely from - A Guide for Community Improvement
& Resource Development, distributed by Cooperative
Extension Service, M.S.U., Bozeman, MT.

the criers of a problem until the time that it becomes
sufficiently recognized to be of interest and to re
quire further social action.
Approvers can be classed as those persons or groups
in nearly every community that seem to have the influ
ence to help a project succeed or fail by endorsing it.
They may be only a few of the very influential whose
opinions are respected and valued.

Approvers can very

well take on a more formal status, they may be the
Chamber of Commerce, a Rotary Club, or a local govern
mental agency.

Some projects may be strong enough to go

on and succeed without this stamp of approval, but even
the best of ideas will go further and faster if they
succeed here.
Communicators seem to fit more into the role of
sales.

They become the ones that inform the general

citizens.

Up to this point in the social action process

only a small percentage of the community has been close
enough to the nucleus to get a good look at what is going
on.

The communication so far has been fairly limited and

now needs to reach out to the entire community.

This

step of the process is one of education, when the public
is told of the problem, actually convinced that it is
one of their very own and must be taken care of for the

good of all.
Community meetings, questionnaires, brain-storming
and gripe sessions are all good ways to get inter-action
on the topic.

At this point the resistant forces will

begin to surface.

The people that are pessimistic and

apathetic will become an obstacle.

Constant communica

tion and logical thinking will usually win over most of
the people.

If all of the dissenters can't be won over,

don't let the project die here.

There is a statement by

Benjamin Franklin that says that any project that must
wait for 100% approval usually won't end up that good
anyway.

When the approval from the community is attain

ed, an important part of this step must be carried out.
Don't settle for a nodding of heads in agreement.

Get

commitments for help, for time, for committees and for
general participation in the later stages of the project.
Goal setting and means are the defining of what is
to be accomplished and how to get it done.

The goals

should be very realistic and within reasonable reach.
People normally don't want to have to be able to look
down the road at an abstract goal that is 10 to 20 years
in the future.

The key it seems with most small commun

ity people is the establishment of fairly small and
quickly attainable goals.

Should a project be generally

large in scope, then the breaking down of its size by
phasing really must be investigated.

Each phase then

can be pursued and completed and success can be enjoyed
instead of the frustration of a project that never seems
to end.

It is also very important in goal setting to

stick to specific items which are carefully spelled out
and avoid generalities.

People, especially those work

ing on the project, become disillusioned very quickly
if they really don't know exactly what direction they
are headed.
The means by which the goals are to be attained
should be direct and manifold.

With more than one way

to accomplish a specific goal, if one method might fail
then another method can be put into effect before the
project bogs down.
A good note to keep in mind about goals and means
is that attempts made in setting philosophical goals and
means will normally end up as an exercise in futility.
Small community people are very good at accepting
specific tasks but are quick to turn off those who talk
and talk and delay getting a project off the ground.

In

simple terms, actions speak louder than words.
Action planning and resources are inter-related in
that the resources will sometimes dictate the action

plan due to the availability of resources.

The action

plan becomes really just a schedule of the work to be
Again the breaking down of any large task into

done.

simple small tasks is a wise move.

People are a very

important resource in the social action process and be
come the work force, and to a large extent, the majority
of the physical needs to carry out an action plan.

A

good point to mention here is that if in the communica
tion and agreement step, more than a mere nodding of
heads was acquired, then the commitments for help have
already been made.
Project completion from here on is almost magical.
The following of simple steps, the enjoyment of small
successes and progress keeps building until one day the
overall goal is reached.
Re-evaluation at this point and at every step along
the way is important.
cess.

Social action is a learning pro

SOCIAL ACTION

ILLUSTRATION 1-A
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PREFERRED SOCIAL SITUATION

THE PLANNING PROCESS
Planning is another vital part of the community
development process.

It is a system that houses and

directs the preparations and points the way for change.
A process that also locates particular issues, collects
relevant data, presents alternatives and eventually
shows a way to a solution.

Webster defines planning

as, "a method of achieving an end, a detailed formula
tion of a program of action, an orderly arrangement of
parts of an overall design."

Even though the definition

seems to be straightforward and the word "planning" has
become somewhat common in most households, it still
remains elusive and a mystery to the majority of the
people.

The easiest method by which to understand plan

ning is to recognize the likeness it has to applied
research.

Research is to find out all you can about a

subject and applied research is to apply what you have
found out about the subject to the subject.

If this

system is followed then planning, (applied research),
may be clarified by the following system.

Step one is

to identify what you are going to research and why.
Step two is the actual research or collection of data
that is in any way pertinent to the subject.

The next

step is to analyze the data to clarify and learn how it

affects the object of the study.

Now that all of the

facts are in and they are put into perspective with the
subject, the next thing is to establish some goals.
Here hopes, wants, and needs must be taken into account.
Once these goals have been set, then some alternatives
should be formed as ways to reach them.

The goal setting

step can very well be the reformulation of the original
subject or problem, but now updated and put into per
spective,

It is the alternatives and objectives that

lead the way to a completion stage of the project.
The following must be stressed; the data collection
step, doing things systematically, and constant re-evalua
tion.

A good and complete data collection can provide

valuable information and predict the outcomes of many
alternatives.

By the prediction of alternative and

short-cutting the time involved much effort may be saved.
Following the systematic approach can do away with dupli
cation of efforts and constant re-evaluation tends to
keep the whole process aligned and progressing smoothly.
This has been a very brief and simple explanation
of planning.

Refer to the planning model, illustration

1-B on page 13.

PLANNING MODEL

ILLUSTRATION 1-
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SUMMARY
The basic principles of community planning and
social action, whether these particular models are used
or other methods are devised, are somewhat similar and
are largely based on experience of what has worked in
other cases.

The failure in community projects doesn't

usually occur as a result of poor processes, but more as
a result of the action•groups or planning groups lack of
understanding and knowledge of proper application.
Communities that go through these processes in their
entirety and somewhat systematically will normally be
rewarded with successes, sometimes small and sometimes
large, but usually successes.

A good idea to keep in

mind here is that not many projects will ever be complete
ly successful, but not many will ever be complete fail
ures.
The following are some of the widely accepted prin
ciples of community planning and development.
1.

Development must take the entire community and its

immediate surroundings into account.
2.

Development is more efficient when decisions and

actions can be made by both informal and formal groups.
3.

The community must play an active role in the pro

cess.

Small groups can propose and advise, but the

community must make the big decisions.
4.

The goals of projects must be stated in terms that

are readily understandable to all.

A community will not

back something that it does not get any sense from or is
unable to comprehend.
5.

Social action and planning are basically educational

in nature.

They are the process of learning about prob

lems and how to correct them.
6.

Data collection and good analysis are important as

they can expose weak points, strong points, and the
values that people place on individual items.
7.

Projects that grow out of a common need will be the

ones that stand the best chance of success.

It is with

the common needs that you get the broad cross-section of
participants from the community which leads to a better
understanding of the real problems.
8.

Small communities are much like most Americans; they

place a heavy emphasis on action.

Planning must be done,

but results are the things that people are pleased with
the most and will be the ingredient that will re-involve
them at a future time.
9.

Projects that are for the betterment of communities

are democratic in a sense that they are for the majority
of the people and not for a select few.

PART 2
THE PROCESS AND BOULDER

The Boulder Valley lies high upon the eastern
slopes of the Rocky Mountain.

It's upper end, called

the Boulder Basin is about midway between.... two chief
cities of Montana, Helena and Butte.

Two of the loftiest

spurs of the Great Divide, the Elkhorn Range on the north,
and the Boulder Range on the south, reach out to wall in
the basin, so that the little river, which runs placidly
through the meadows, fringed by bands of willows and
cottonwoods can only escape by tumbling through a narrow,
precipitious canyon.

Below this canyon the mountains

recede and give space for the lower valley, where stock
ranches, with irrigated grain fields and rich hay lands
border the river for twenty-five miles further, to it's
junction with the Jefferson.
In the center of the Boulder Basin is the pretty
county seat town of Boulder, with perhaps a thousand
inhabitants, and two tall structures, the courthouse and
the school house, dominating the place and putting in
conspicuous evidence the public spirit of the people and
their love of education and justice."

The Northwest Illustrated
Monthly Magazine, Vol. IX, #3,
St. Paul, 1891

BACKGROUND
Boulder is situated in Jefferson County, Montana,
in the heart of the Boulder Valley.

The town is said to

have derived it's name from the stream along whose banks
there are numerous boulders.

The date of February 2,

1865, is listed as the date of incorporation in Sander's
History of Montana.

Boulder's history shows that there

was a flurry of placer gold mining following the date of
incorporation and then a quiet existence until it be
came known as an agricultural area.

Boulder then

emerged as a trade center and ultimately in 1883 became
the county seat of Jefferson County.

Immediately after

being named the county seat the residents, then number
ing only about 150, started the construction of an
$18,000 courthouse and a $8,000 jail.

These buildings

are still standing today and are an imposing sight.
Present day Boulder has a population within the
city and it's immediate trade area slightly in excess of
2000.

Mining and agriculture which played such an

important part in Boulder's history are still prevalent
today.

Roads fan out from Boulder in all directions

leading to Butte, Helena, and Whitehall.

Many residents

feel that Boulder lies at the very crossroads of the
western part of the state.

In the introduction to this thesis it was stated
that the defined community development processes would
be applied to Boulder.

Because this is a real project

instead of a hypothetical one, the process of community
social action had already been started.

Therefore the

process must be assumed at it's present state.

NEED
Boulder is a community that has experienced ups
and downs in it's economy in the past years and has been
on the declining side in recent years.

During these

recent years the population has been on the growth side,
which has resulted in rather high unemployment and
definite economic decline for

Boulder.

This has been

pointed out and brought to the attention of the citizens
by a recent county-wide economic report.

The need seems

to be one that has been long-standing and has been on
the minds of residents for quite awhile.

Boulder has

tried several things in the past and hasn't had a lot of
success.

Therefore, there is a great need for guidelines

in attempting to change the decline into a stable situa
tion and perhaps into a growing economy.

PROBLEMS
The problem in Boulder's case is nearly the same
as the need.

The real difference being one of a threat.

The mainstay of the local economy may be lost.

The

largest employer in Boulder is the State of Montana's
School for the Developmentally Disabled, or more commonly
referred to as Boulder River School.

There has been some

speculation that the school could close and move it's
patients to regional centers around the state.

If this

should take place, the blow to Boulder's economics would
be very nearly disastrous.

Boulder would surely survive,

but on an entirely different scale.

The real problem

then lies in the fact that Boulder's economic base is
not broad or diverse enough to stand any loss.

SOCIAL ACTION
We must first determine where Boulder is in the
social action process.

Following through the social

action model, illustration 1-A, page 10), seems the
best way to do so.
Prior Social Situation
Boulder in the early 1970's enjoyed increased employ
ment when the Boulder River School employed 700 staff.
Also cattle prices were much higher and the local ranches
were employing many more people.

There were many con

struction projects with the new interstate highway and
mining was more evident.

Economically things were look

ing up for Boulder.
Current Social Situation
The current move on the Department of Institutions
to move many patients to productive lives and into the
mainstream of life has reduced the number of staff mem
bers required at the Boulder River School.

The employ

ment at the school alone shows a decline of over 200
employees.

The speculation that the legislators could

begin a move to de-centralize the school functions and
close the doors paints a bleak and omnibus outlook for
Boulder.

The loss of employment already incurred and

/

future losses form the problem stated earlier.
Ranching, mining, and other trades have also been
declining slowly.

Population has continued to grow and

unemployment is very high.
Starters
There is a group of businessmen in Boulder that are
very aware of the problem.

Their concerns, seconded by

the recent report on the economic status of the county,
have been voiced.

They are the actual starters of the

social action.
Approvers
There is some question in the area of just who are
the approvers of the community.

The group of business

men who are the starters are all prominent and their
opinions respected, therefore they can be classed as
approvers.

The local government officials are approving

of some action.

As the businessman group and the mayor

are members of one of the local service clubs and it also
seems to be in favor of community action, it seems that
the approver's step is in order.
Communicators
A town meeting was called and fairly well attended
to discuss the economic report and the problem was shown

to the residents.

The majority of those present were

in favor of action and agreed that something should be
done.

A note to make here is the error of not getting

commitments for later help when the agreements were
offered.
Action and Resources
The action that was taken first was to invite the
Montana Community Design Center from M.S.U. at Bozeman to
Boulder.

It was hoped that the CDC could be a resource

and also provide advice and help in further actions.
Re-evaluation
Looking back over the process, it becomes apparent
that no real goals were set, in fact, the whole goals
and means step was by-passed.

The communication with the

community could have been much better or taken a more
formal stance in the way of a specific project.

The

other thing that is found lacking is the absence of the
other input from Boulderites; A broader sampling of
community members should have been obtained.

However the

point in the process was reached, it was very evident
that action was called for and it was with this in mind
that the decision to go through the planning process to
identify some alternatives was made.

j

The planning process model shown in illustration
1-B, page 13.

This will be the model used.

Planning Model
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
The initial step in the planning model is the
identification of the problem in order to be able to
direct research in the appropriate direction.

The

social action process in Boulder has done a fairly
thorough job of identifying what is the most important
to the community members.

Restated, those problems are

the economic base, it's decline and decay, and the
instability of it's economic future.

DATA COLLECTION
A large part of the data collected has been drawn
from the recent Jefferson County economic report, the
Jefferson comprehensive plan, and many interviews with
the residents and governmental officials involved with
Boulder.
History of Earlier Developmental Efforts:

Boulder

was included in a economical development plan that was
written in 1972.

They outlined the problems at the time

but failed to define any overall goals.

Citizen parti

cipation was lacking in the development of the plan and
any help with the implementation was virtually non
existent.
During 1976, a project launched by the state depart
ment, Towns of Tomorrow, touched Boulder.

The project

was one designed to involve local governments with state
and federal agencies promoting better ties between their
organizations.

According to interviews, the project was

rated as a success by some and a failure by others.
There did seem to be some sensitizing of government
agencies to the problem of some small communities like
Boulder.

On the other hand, there was a definite feel

ing of antagonism created with some of the Boulder
residents toward the state.

There were some misunder-

standings about what to expect in the way of state aid
with the local water system funding in Boulder.

This

antagonism is still very evident in a few of the people
who were involved at the time.

The feeling that they

were left holding the bag has kept any other dealings
with the state agencies very tense at times.

Boulder

did receive some help with their parks and CEDA placed
an employee in Boulder to look at development ideas.
(Interview, Eck)
ECONOMIC BASE
Employment:

As mentioned earlier, the Boulder

River School is the largest employer in Boulder.

There

are 500 employees presently working at the school.
TABLE 2-A
Boulder River School and Hospital
Budget, Employment, and Resident Population, 1974-1981
Ficsal
Year

Authorized
Budget

FY 74
FY 75

$4,588,397
$6,054,508

FY
FY
FY
FY
FY

76
77
78
79
80

Authorized Employment

489.8
545.8

Ave.Resident
Population
589
414
366
300
292
294

$9,700,113
787.4
$8,631,434
638.9
$8,237,927
597.8
$8,381,917
588.6
$8,175,415
488.1
FY 81
$7,434,732
468.26
Source: Mr. Dick Heard, Superintendent, BRSH, Oct. 9,1979

TABLE 2-B
Boulder River School and Hospital
Deinstitutionalization Program Placements
Time Period

BRSH-Children

BRSH-Adults

BRSH-A11

4/1/75-7/1/77

46

169

215

7/1/77-7/1/78

20

10

30

7/1/78-7/1/79

5

12

17

7/1/79-9/24/79

0

4

4

71

195

266

TOTALS

Source: Montana Department of Social and Rehabilitation
Service, October 5, 1979.
Local, county, state, and federal jobs account for
about 65% of the job market in and around Boulder.
Ranching and agriculture contributes approximately
15% to the job picture.

Cattle prices and poor econo

mic conditions of many small ranches in the past few
years have contributed some to the employment decline.
Mining, which once played an important role in the
Boulder employment picture, now accounts for only about
1 % of the labor force.

The recent price raises in pre

cious metals, especially gold, could make mining once
again a large economic factor in Boulder.

The majority

of the balance of the employment is in retail trades and
service oriented outlets, approximately 15%.

Another point to make note of is the fact that
the wage scale is quite low in comparison with the
remainder of Montana.

This is partially explained by

the fact that the Boulder River School employees many
non-technical people who are fairly low-paid.

Also,

with the high rate of unemployment, the employers have
somewhat the upper hand in employer-employee relations.
(Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1978)
Natural Resources:

Minerals in the form of silica

some gold, and silver are still mined in limited quanti
ties around Boulder.

Silica is the only one that is

done on a commercial scale and these mines are in
jeopardy of closing down.
Geothermal energy is a large resource and for the
most part nearly untapped.

There have been several

government and private studies under way to chart the
size, temperature, and the extent of this resource.

In

the very near future this information should become
available.
Timber, now a very small economic provider, is
thought by many to be a resource that could become a
much larger economic factor.

The problem up to now has

been that the majority of it is on federal lands and
the red tape that has to be gone through is too much of
an encumberance.

Boulder has another resource, somewhat untangible,
but a resource that brings many people from long dis
tances to town - radon mines.

These mines are filled

with a gas that is slightly radio active and visits to
them are said to be beneficial to arthritis sufferers.
People coming to use the mines register for a series of
treatments and are in Boulder for about two weeks.
Tourism at the present time is slow in Boulder as
it is in most places.

The location of Boulder, it's

close proximity to Helena and Butte, seems ideal to
establish a pattern of weekend trips to Boulder.

This

would follow the governer's thinking in vacationing via
short trips in place of long distance jaunts.

The area

surrounding Boulder has much to offer in the way of
tourist interests, ghost towns, fishing, hunting, and
generally beautiful and scenic country.
Human Resources:

Boulder's population grew

rapidly in the early 1970's with the increase of staff
ing at the Boulder River School, but with the decline of
employment in the past few years the population has
stabilized.

There are a large number of young single

adults in the Boulder area as opposed to a relatively
small number of younger married families.

The poten

tially productive labor force in the 16 to 64 age

bracket accounts for nearly 70% of the population,
slightly higher than the state norm.

A high rate of

unemployment, approximately 10%, would indicate that
there would be many people available for jobs should
the economy take an upswing.

TABLE 2-C
Population By Enumeration District
Jefferson County, MT
1970 and 1978
Enumeration
District
1
2
3
4
5 & 6
7
8
TOTAL
Source:

Communities
Included
Boulder
Montana City
Clancy
Basin
Whitehall
Cardwell
Pipestone

1970 1/
Census
Population

1979 y
Interpolated
Population

1 ,342
1,115
714
179
1 ,035
357
496

1 ,988
2,219
1 ,376
215
1 ,159
486
1 ,070

5,238

8,513

V U. S. Bureau of the Census and,
2J Daily, Peccia and Assoc.

TABLE 2-D
Historic Labor Force and Employment Statistics
1970-1979
YEAR

LABOR FORCE

EMPLOYMENT

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

1897
1784
1741
1863
1879
2007
2491
2510
2094

4.4
4.4
6.0
6.9
8.3
10.0
7.7
8.0
7.8

1984
1886
1853
2002
2049
2229
2669
2727
2772

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
Source:

Montana Department of Labor and Industry, 1979.

Geography:

Boulder lies in the approximate center

of Jefferson County, early equi-distant from Helena and
Butte,

The Boulder River Valley is formed by parallel

mountain ranges and contains some of Jefferson County's
most productive land.

The surrounding mountains are

part of the mineral rich Boulder Batholith, which
accounted for the history of local mining, and has
possible future potential.

In addition to the mining,

the mountains provide Boulder with pleasing scenery,
quality wildlife habitat, and have potential for a
tourist and recreation industry.
Land Uses:

The federal government controls and owns

approximately one-third of Montana's land.

Jefferson

County and Boulder are no exceptions to the rule.

The

government controls over one-half of the land.

This

has had a profound influence on land uses due to govern
ment land use policies.

In addition, the government

remains a tax-free land owner lowering the available tax
base much lower than the Montana norm.

Presently, agri

culture uses the majority of the land and enjoys the
advantage of federal grazing permits which are consider
ably cheaper than private sources.

Residential land

accounts for much of the remainder of the uses, but bears
a high tax burden to off-set the large government owner
ship.
Local Governments:

The city government is of the

mayorial type and provides the citizens with ample ser
vices.

The services consist of a good water system,

sanitary services, police and fire protection, parks,
street maintenance, local building codes, engineering,
etc.

Financially, the city is not in the best of shape.

It's 100 mill levy on private property is the highest in
the state.

There is a need for capital improvements and

the city is in no position to finance them.
Boulder is the county seat for Jefferson County so
it is also prominent in county government.

The low tax

base that effects Boulder and causes their mill levy to
be high also is part of the problem of the county's high

taxes.

The county being close to Helena and Butte also

suffers the additional burden of having to provide
schools and other services for many people who commute
to work in these cities and reside in Jefferson County.
The high tax levies at city and county levels have
created a hardship for the local residents and very well
could act as a deterrent for new industries looking at
Boulder as a place to locate.
TABLE 2-E
Aggregated Mill Levies
Selected Areas of Jefferson County, MT
1978-1979

Site

Levy

Boulder
*Whitehall
Clancy
Montana City
Source:

335.44
283.65
254.66
201.97

Tax on
$50,000 Home
$1,434.01
1,212.61
1,088.67
863.42

Tax on
$25 ,000 Home
$717.00
606.30
544.34
431.71

Independent Record, 1979.

^Montana Department of Community Affairs, tax data.

TABLE 2-F
Trends in Taxable Value
Jefferson County, MT
1968-1969 to 1978-1979
Year

Taxable Value

1968-1969
1969-1970
1970-1971
1971-1972
1972-1973
1973-1974
1974-1975
1975-1976
1976-1977
1977-1978
1978-1979
Source:

6,735,047
6,799,181
7,222,706
7,037,769
8,025,541
8,025,541
8,534,055
8,972,331
8,853,197
9,143,517
8,822,078

Montana Taxpayers Association, Montana Property
Taxation, 1969-1979.

Facilities:

Schools in Boulder consist of an

elementary school built in 1924 and added on to in 1960
and again in 1974.

The school is near it's estimated

student capacity now.
require more space.

Any additional student load would

Jefferson County High School was

constructed in 1909, added on to in 1954

and 1974.

Pre

sently, the high school has enough capacity to handle a
larger student load.
There is no public hospital.

The only facilities

are located on the grounds of the Boulder River School.
Helena is the major provider of medical services to
Boulderites.

An emergency ambulance is garaged in

Boulder and trained technicians are on call 24 hours a
day.
Recreational facilities seem sparse in Boulder,
but there is a swimming pool, public parks, and school
playgrounds.

Because of the abundance of federal lands

around Boulder, there are many opportunities for hiking,
fishing, hunting and camping.
The public library in Boulder shares a building on
the main street, an old train depot, with the senior
citizen center.

The Lewis and Clark Library in Helena

provides a one-day service for books ordered by phone.
According to library guidelines the present number of
volumes in the Boulder library is less than one-half of
the recommended number for a community of it's size.
Climate:

The weather is predominantly like the

rest of western iMontana east of the divide.

Cool and

comfortable summers provide short growing seasons and the
winters are long with heavy snow and freezing tempera
tures.

The winds are moderate due to the protection

afforted by the mountain ranges.

Local snow loads on

roofs are approximately 40 lbs. per sq. ft.
Retail Trade:

The population in Boulder's retail

trade area is about 2000, but the actual retail outlets
in Boulder are more suited for a community one-half of

a

it's size.

The closeness of Helena and Butte and the

ease with which they are reached by the interstate high
way has drawn many customers away from Boulder.

The

prevalence of the high number of young single adults
who are thought to have different shopping habits than
the average married couples are cited as one of the
possible shopper losses.
A look at the retail sales of all of Jefferson
County compared with other counties of similar size
shows that sales are not high enough per capita.
TABLE 2-G
Retail Sales (in 000's $)
Counties with Populations Between 3,000-10,000
Montana
1977
County
Beaverhead
Blaine
Broadwater
Carbon
Chouteau
Daniels
Fallon
Jefferson
Madison
Musselshell
Phillips
Pondera
Sanders
Sheridan
Stillwater
Sweet Grass
Teton
Toole
TOTALS

Population
8,200
7,000
3,100
8,200
6,500
3,100
4 ,000
7,500
5,700
4,700
5,400
7,400
8,400
5,200
5,300
3,100
6 ,500
5,500
104,800

J_/

Retail Sales 2 /
$26,422
14,825
11 ,606
16,766
9,773
6,421
12,313
6,077
8,199
9,830
15,121
22,854
19,093
15,779
10,571
12,534
15,838
18,844
$246,445

V U. S. Bureau of the Census, Estimates of the Population
of Montana Counties, 1978.
2/ U. S. Dept. of Commerce. U. S. Census of Retail Trade,
1 977.

The lack of confidence about the future of the
Boulder River School has had a curtailing effect on the
businessmen of Boulder in their consideration of expand
ing their facilities.

It would definitely have to ba a

disincentive to the locating of new businesses in Bould
er.
Boulder's business district is generally run-down
and could use a face-lifting to improve the shopping
environment.
Attitudes:
hard to address.

The issue of attitudes is one that is
Since every person has their opinion,

only those which reoccurred will be mentioned.
Boulder has been involved in other development
plans in the past but most of the people interviewed did
not rate tham as being successful.

For the most part,

with each succeeding project, the citizens have become
apathetic.

They are to a point where they need a

successful project to bolster their morale.
The misunderstandings during the Towns of Tommorrow
project in 1976 resulted in some very hard feelings with
some of Boulder's residents.

These people tend to look

at the state agencies with some skepticism.

These same

people are quick to blame a lot of Boulder's problems,
no matter what they are, on state agencies.

a

Another attitude that is picked up in Boulder is
that the Boulder River School and the Boulder residents
are of two different camps.

The actual word that was

used in interviews was "tolerate".

The staff of the

school tolerates the residents of Boulder, even though
that is their place of employment and the reason for
them being there.

The residents of Boulder tolerate the

workers from the schools, even though they are the rea
son that Boulder stays in economic balance.

It seems a

paradox that both "need" each other and both must
"tolerate" each other.
Generally there is the uncertainty of the future of
the Boulder River School and the cloud that is put on the
economic stability of the area because of it.
is left with many reservations about progress.

Everyone

ANALYSIS OF DATA
The original problem was stated as one of an un
stable economic base, it's decline, and it's future.
These problems are more than well borne out by the data
collected.
surfaced.

There are several more things that have also
They are interrelated, but will be listed

with the original to help in clarification.
1.

Economic instability and decline

2.

Not enough diversity in economy

3.

Lack of job producing industry

4.

High unemployment rate

5.

Too small of a retail trade center

6.

Lack of citizen participation in projects

7.

High taxes, poor tax base

8.

Uncertainty about Boulder River School

GOAL SETTING
The overall goal is to expand and diversify the
now rather shaky economic base.

This would provide

stability in the respect that any particular employer
wouldn't have such an impact on the community.
To make this overall goal a little more specific it
can be broken down in the following manner:
1.

Attract small industry that would be labor
intensive, also if possible use locally pro
duced raw products.

2.

Expand and upgrade the downtown shopping area.

3.

Lobby the legislative bodies to assure that the
Boulder River School remains active in Boulder.

4.

Start a community education program that in
volves citizens that represent all factions in
Boulder.

ALTERNATIVES
1.

Promote a housing development that involves

the state agencies and monies.

The investment by the

state would work for Boulder twofold.

First, it would

provide needed housing and encourage people to live and
work in Boulder.

Secondly, it would give the state a

commitment in the community and possibly urge other
state agencies to keep the Boulder River School open to
protect the project.
2.

Promote an industrial park and attract small

industries.

The exploitation of the geothermal resources

for heating, power, etc. could be a large incentive for
industry with the ever increasing fuel costs.
3.

Promote a downtown improvement project to en

hance shoppers to stay in Boulder for their purchases.
This also could attract new businesses to expand the
retail area if local merchants displayed this faith in
Boulder's future.
NOTE:

The Montana Community Design Center during the

spring quarter of 1980 produced a source-book of ideas
for the downtown area.

This source-book would be an

excellent resource material if this alternative should
be pursued.
4.

Promote a community center that could double as

a cultural outlet.

This center would provide the resi

dents of Boulder a place to come together with friends,
old and new, to learn of the town's problems, and to
get involved with the solutions.
5.

Promote a tourism center that would attract and

encourage visitors.

It could provide those people using

the radon mines a place to spend their time while tak
ing treatments.
There has been a conscious effort to not make any
mention of financing needs during all of the goals and
alternatives.

The one exception is the project that

would try to get the state involved and committed.

It

is felt that a community development corporation might
be the best way to set up the finances.

This would be

a corporation that was run by the community for the
community.

The act of investing in themselves would

encourage people to try a little harder to further
community projects toward successful completion.

RE-ANALYSIS
The process of re-analysis of the alternatives to
the problem must be done at this time in order to come
to a decision on the particular project to pursue in
order to complete the design portion of this thesis.
The residents of Boulder were given a presentation
early in the summer of 1980 and were requested to give
some direction or indication as to what alternative
they would like to see furthered into a design solution.
The general feeling that all of the alternatives were
valid and would contribute toward the well-being of the
community of Boulder seemed to be shared by the greater
majority of those attending. No particular project was
decided on at this meeting. Later contacts with the
people were made during the summer and the decision on
a project still remained un-made. Another contact was
made at the beginning of Autumn Quarter and still no
particular preference had been selected. This condition
had been somewhat anticipated and it seemed that the
next step should be to make an arbitrary decision in
order to proceed and avoid getting behind in a design.
The arbitrary choice seemed to conflict with my
thesis statement to the point that a decision to go
back to Boulder and spend the time to re-canvas the

a

residents and lessen the harshness of a choice that the
people themselves didn't make.
Upon

a re-canvassing of the downtown merchants it

still seemed that the downtown improvement project was
uppermost in the people's minds. These downtown people
were the same ones that attended most of the meetings
and had most of the input. A great deal of time was
spent in the next couple of weeks talking to many of
the people who hadn't came to the meetings and up to
this time hadn't given their opinions. It was during
this gathering of ideas that a general concensus of a
feeling of great loss over the closing of the Diamond
S Ranch became evident. A large majority of the people
seemed to relate the time of the closing of the Diamond
S with the beginning of a period of problems with the
decline of support from the state capitol in Helena.
Many people expressed the thought that when the politicos
from Helena no longer enjoyed spending time in Boulder
they stopped thinking of it in a favorable light. The
other idea that ame through in this canvas was that there
was a sense of loss of pride due to the closing of the
Diamond S.

ALTERNATIVE DECISION
With the newly gathered opinions and the previous
information it now seemed that a design decision could
be made without it being too arbitrary.
The decision to go ahead with the tourism center
to in some way replace the Diamond S and hopefully in
some way re-institute the lost pride the residents felt.
The downtown improvement project was given much thought,
but the reason that it was passed was because of a book
of design suggestions that had been presented to the
community during the Spring Quarter of 1980. This idea
book contained facade improvements, pedestrian and auto
traffic changes, and a general upgrading of the business
district.
Some of the other reasons for the decision favoring
the tourism center were; Boulders location midway from
Helena to Butte, the natural setting close to the U.S.
National Forest, Governor Judge's feelings that more
Montanans will take shorter vacation trips in actual
mileage and stay in Montana, and a population survey
that showed over 300,000 people within a 200 mile radius
of Boulder making it very attractive to persons looking
toward a short vacation.
Last but not least was the idea that the tourism
--

a

center could very well provide the catalyst to bring out
the pride and spirit necessary to kindle and fan the
flames of revitalization for Boulder.
Note should be taken here that this tourism center
or any of the other alternatives are only single steps
in Boulders revitalization process and must be taken one
at a time, all in succession in order to succeed.

PART 3
DESIGN SOLUTION

SITE PLANNING
The selection of a site for the tourism center is
a process that requires some future planning for the
entire area near Boulder. All of the alternatives should
have site suggestions at this time in order to prevent
costly mistakes only to be realized too late.
The downtown improvement project is already sited
by virtue of it's name alone. The present downtown area
consists of approximately 4 blocks of the main street,
on both sides of the street. This area is more than
sufficient now and there is expansion room to the south
if needed later.
The industrial park site should be located north
and

east of the town, across the interstate highway.

The closeness to the railroad line and extremely easy
access to the interstate would make moving of products
simplier and less costly. The interstate provides a
line of separation from town while the actual physical
distance would be slight. The property in this area is
fairly level, presently un-developed, and not taking any
thing out of the agricultural sector. Property prices
should be reasonable and the possibility of expansion in
the future is nearly unlimited.
A natural site for the civic center would be at the

northern end of the main street helping to form an entr
ance to Boulder's downtown. Presently across the street
from the site is the city administration building and a
very nice city park. With the park and the civic center
working together a very nice sense of arrivial could be
created. This sense of entrance^ would tend to tell the
vehicle traffic that this is a place to slow down.
Housing developement in Boulder would take on two
forms. The first being residential and low density and
should be located at the northern edges of the town. The
other being higher density apartments or townhouses.
These should be sited at the south end of the city and
they should form a link with the Boulder School and
Hospital. The Boulder River also passes through this
particular site and is now totally unused by residents
of Boulder. Directly across the main street to the west
is a site that would be excellent for developement as a
recreational vehicle park. This would take advantage of
the river and together with the housing project would
form the southern entrance

to Boulder and give visitors

coming via Montana #69 from Whitehall a needed point of
arrival!.
The tourism center site is one that must accomplish
several things. The site must relate to the town in a

a

way such that the residents will not get the feeling of
town and tourism center being two entirely different
entities.- This was one of the expressed concerns found
during the last canvassing. It must offer a moderate
sense of seclusion for the guest who comes to get away
from the city and while accomplishing this still has
to avoid the feeling of succession away from Boulder.
The site should be situated so that it can be viewed
and

also command a view.
The site that has been chosen for the center lies

approximately one and one-half miles south of town and
in a direct line with the main street. This location
will provide the opportunity to create a focal point
from the center of town and still remain in view from
the interstate highway. The close proximity to the
National Forest border, less than one-half mile, seems
to add to the holdings of the site and provides hikers,
skiers,and horseback riders a natural place to go. Also
the site is situated nearly directly atop the already
established

geothermal wells. The

geothermal access

allows the possibility of greatly reduced heating costs.
Views of the surrounding mountains and the Boulder Valley
from the site are nearly unlimited and span the entire
360 degree range.

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS
The actual spaces needed in the tourism center
will follow the same basic spaces that existed in the
Diamond S. First a place for travelers to rest and a
place for them to dine and replenish their strength.
Next a place for them to enjoy the natural surroundings
and to give them the opportunity to swim in the warm
waters provided by the geothermal activity. Along with
the providing of guest swimming facilities, public
facilities should also be provided to encourage the
participation of the residents of Boulder. Meeting rooms
will be part of the spaces needed as they can provide
many services leading to convention facilities and are
a needed commodity by the community residents.
The Diamond S offered approximately 4 0 rooms for
guests. This doesn't seem to be quite enough with the
increased accessibility offered by the improved highway
system and the increase in population. The new tourism
center will try to about double that figure and resize
the rest of the complex accordingly.

PROGRAM CONCEPTS
To design a tourism center that offers a functional
resort that acts as a replacemnet for the Diamond S in
the minds of the residents of Boulder. A complex that
can restore a sense of pride

and recapture the sense

of spirit that the people of Boulder feel has been lost
to them with the closing of the Diamond S.
To design a complex that provides the basic needs
of a hotel/motel/resort, a place to rest ones head with
the protection from the elements, the chance to maintain
ones strehgth by dining, and to soothe tenseness by
recreation.
To enhance the natural surroundings by creating a
specialness to the place, a sense of purpose, and to
avoid emotional coldness, loneliness, and isolation that
many modern buildings seem to promote. To use the ele
ments of clarity and efficiency rather than multiplicity
and ambiguity.
To endeavor to downplay the importance of the auto
by treating it much like a guest's baggage and depoisiting it upon arrival, keeping it out of sight and mind
until it is needed at the end of the stay. To also try
to keep expansion and flexibility in the fore-front all
the time.
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